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Today’s semi-submersible offshore oil rig platform uses variable-speed induction 
motors for station—keeping during drilling and sailing. During drilling, the platform needs 
to be maintained within its intended location to prevent interruption of operation and 
damage to the drills. Thus, it is crucially important that the induction-motor drive and the 
power supply feeding the drive are stable.  This master thesis aims at analyzing and 
proposing analytical solutions to these two issues. The main contributions of the thesis are:  
For the first time, a Matlab Simulink model is built to simulate the detailed dynamics of 
the induction-motor drive in offshore oil-rig platform. The model and parameters used for 
the drive are verified by on-site tests of the Keppel FELS motors.   
Genetic algorithm is developed to the small-signal model of the induction-motor drive 
to identify, within the full range of speed and load, the instability region of the induction 
motor fed from ideal variable-frequency supply or a converter. The source of instability is 
also investigated from the two different supply configurations of the induction-motor 
drive. It is shown by eigenvalue analysis that instability exists in the induction motor itself 
but not in the other parts of the drive i.e. the converter supplying the motor.  Accordingly,   
speed feedback comprising a proportional regulator is added to the drive to eliminate the 
instability region intrinsic to the induction motor plotted using genetic algorithm  
Voltage sag is known to be the most common disturbance in offshore power system, 
which has led to blackout in severe cases. A new design of dynamic voltage restorer 
(DVR) is modeled in Simulink, which deals with the influence of voltage sag on the 
induction-motor drive within strict harmonic limits imposed by marine standards. The new 
  
ii
design outperforms the conventional DVR design by effectively increasing the accuracy of 
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1.1 Motivations and Objectives 
Dynamic positioning is often used in drilling by semi-submersible oil rigs at deeper 
seabed. The technology is also adopted by Keppel FELS, which is the world’s biggest oil 
rig builder. It is important for oil rigs to maintain its location within strict deviations from 
an oil well for ensuring uninterrupted operation. 
To achieve the safety and operational aims, it is important to establish understanding of 
the operation of power-system in offshore oil-rig platform. Fig 1.1 shows the structure of a 
semi-submersible platform. Dynamic positioning system sends signals to change the angle 
and rotational speed (frequency) of the propellers at the four corners under the platform to 
arrive at the intended location. The propellers are connected to V/f controlled induction 
motor drives, which are fed from a variable-frequency supply. If the induction motor drive 
is unstable at certain frequency or load in the operating range, rotor speed oscillates 
continuously with large magnitude. Not only does it impact adversely the positioning of 
the platform, it can also cause damage to the machine. To prevent it, stability of induction-
motor drive system needs to be analyzed.  Effective, simple and robust controller design 





Fig 1.1 Semi-submersible drilling unit 
 
 A stable induction-motor drive alone does not guarantee a desired operation. The power 
supply from generators to induction-motor drive must also be stable. In offshore power 
system, a few diesel generators feed one 11kV common busbar. This high voltage is 
stepped down by transformers, and converted to DC by rectifiers and then to variable-
frequency AC by inverters. The inverter outputs supply power to many applications such 
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as pumping, propulsion and platform utility. Significantly, induction motors are major 
loads in oil rigs, which often have a capacity near to that of the generators. This 
configuration gives rise to a “weak grid” and “finite bus” characteristics of the offshore 
power system, differentiating it from the traditional on-land power system.  Due to these 
characteristics, the offshore power systems are more vulnerable to disturbances and prone 
severe consequences. A survey on these systems [1] shows that voltage sag is the most 
common type of disturbances, and it can lead to black out when undervoltage protection is 
triggered. In addition, abnormal changes in voltage are reported to be the other most 
frequent events among ten power quality problems in the survey, usually caused by bad 
weather when the shaft propeller speed is oscillating, or operation of large fluctuating 
mechanical loads in comparison with the generator capacity connected to the power 
system. Both the voltage sag and its fluctuations will deteriorate the performance of 
voltage sensitive equipment such as induction motor drive. Thus, the second aim of the 
thesis is to mitigate voltage sag and fluctuations in offshore power system. 
 
1.2 Earlier Work and Contributions of this Thesis 
Adjustable-speed AC drives using squirrel-cage induction machines have widely been 
used in marine industry since the emergence of fast switching power semiconductor 
devices (such as IGBT). This technology enables operation of pulse width modulation 
(PWM) inverter to at high frequency (up to 20 kHz), thus significantly improves the 
induction motor performances, such as higher efficiency, and more output torque [2]. 
Although being reputed for its robustness and inexpensive machines, flexible control and 
excellent performance, these AC drive systems are not immune from faults. Stability 
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studies have reported that the V/f controlled PWM inverter-fed induction-motor drives 
have often suffered from undesirable sustained oscillations in lightly loaded state and in 
the low frequency range [2]-[6]. The small-signal model of induction-motor drive is used 
in [3]–[5] to plot the instability boundaries in the voltage vs frequency plane. The 
investigation reveals that low-frequency range instability can occur in induction-motor 
drives due to its unique set of motor parameters or V/f characteristic. Solutions were 
proposed to eliminate instability by either changing the design parameters or avoidance of 
the V/f curve from entering the instability region [3-5]. Reference [4] regards these two 
solutions as undesirable since they may result in poor steady-state performance.  The work 
also prefers a feedback approach to reduce the effective stator resistance for stabilization. 
Other feedback alternatives are explored in [2]-[3], where change of magnitude of stator 
current is used to detect instability and proportional-integral (PI) regulator is added to form 
an instability compensator.  
It should be noted that, in these previous work, although the investigation of instability 
region is done in the frequency domain using small signal model, the solutions come from 
time-domain simulation or experimentation through parameter tuning while observing the 
transient responses of rotor current and speed. How the tuning is related to the instability 
region in frequency domain is not shown. Study in this thesis proposes to fill the missing 
link by investigating the phenomenon of low-frequency instability. The work also proposes 
a speed feedback loop with a proportional (P) regulator. Small-signal model is expanded to 
describe the closed-loop drive fed from converter and the tuning of P regulator is done in 
frequency domain by plotting the instability region in the torque vs frequency plane. It is 
then modeled in the time domain using simulations for verification of design effectiveness.  
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Reference [7] investigates the instability problem caused by interactions between 
converter (rectifier-filter-inverter) and induction-motor drive caused by the exchange of 
energy between motor and filter. A small-signal model of induction-motor drive fed from 
converter (with voltage source inverter) is built and Nyquist stability criterion is applied to 
plot the wide-frequency range open-loop instability region in the torque vs frequency 
plane. It is noted that practical systems like the one described in [7] have been built in a 
variety of sizes and speed ranges, but no open-loop instability has been reported except in 
[7].  
The thesis looks into the interactions between the converter and induction motor and 
uses eigenvalue locus analysis to find out the impact of converter on open-loop system 
stability. A small signal model is built systematically for the induction-motor drive fed 
from either an ideal variable frequency supply or a converter. It is shown in both cases that 
low-frequency instability is caused by the induction motor itself but not by the change of 
filter parameters in the converter. Thus, speed feedback can be added to eliminate 
instability intrinsic to the unstable induction motor.  
The proliferation of variable-frequency AC motor drives (VFDs) in oil exploration has 
aggravated the stability problem of power supply, for which VFDs are themselves 
susceptible to mal-operation [8]. Voltage sag is surveyed to be the most common 
disturbances in offshore industry [1], and is mainly due to faults in power supply. Effects 
of voltage sags on operation of induction motor have been studied in [10-13]. It is reported 
that the induction-motor speed loss during voltage sag can be very severe, as the voltage 
may not recover after the sag leading to tripping. Even when no severe voltage sag is 
experienced, the speed loss due to smaller voltage disturbances can also affect the dynamic 
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positioning capability of induction-motor drive adversely. Thus, regulating the voltage 
supply connected to VFDs (point of common coupling, i.e. PCC) is crucially important. 
The marine standard specifies that the voltage variation at PCC should be kept within 
97.5% to 102.5% in steady-state and 85% to 115% in transient. To meet this requirement, 
measures in industrial application are: (i) using automatic voltage restorer (AVR) to 
regulate the generator terminal voltage, (ii) auxiliary generators and uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS) to avoid voltage dropping, and (iii) using power management system to 
minimize the damage in case of severe voltage sag. Each solution has its own 
disadvantages. The AVR in (i) has a limited capability to regulate generator terminal 
voltage; The auxiliary generator in (ii) needs time to be synchronized and connected to the 
busbar and the time lost in power switching prolongs voltage sag duration; The UPS in (ii) 
must supply the total voltage and power to the sensitive load and is not very cost-effective 
for voltage sag mitigation. The power management system in (iii) activates load shedding 
which limits the capacity of the power system. To the author’s knowledge, there is hardly 
any research done to mitigate voltage sag in offshore industry except in [14] which 
proposes power conditioner consisting of active and passive filter to mitigate voltage sag 
for VFDs in offshore oil-fields.  
This thesis therefore proposes an alternative solution to the voltage-sag problem in 
offshore power system with the use of dynamic voltage restorer (DVR). It injects a 
dynamic controlled voltage to the bus voltage by means of a series-connected transformer. 
DVR is installed in front of a critical load for providing correction to the voltage supply to 
the load. This custom power device was first installed in land power system in 1996 by 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation to protect an automated rug-manufacturing plant. Since 
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then, research on DVR has proposed different detection and compensation methods [15-
22]. DVR’s role in power system has been recognized in recent years in other applications 
[22]. This thesis explores the DVR application to offshore platform.   It also proposes a 
simple and easy-to-implement design for optimal DVR performance by providing accurate 
voltage compensation and minimum voltage harmonics at PCC within the marine 
harmonics limits, accounting for influence of induction motor on voltage sag. 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
The overall idea of this thesis is to develop a model of oil-rig power system and to study 
its stability and control in a systematic manner, considering its special system features, and 
targeting at a safe and accurate operation.  
Chapter 1 introduces the motivations and objectives of this research, summarizes earlier 
work and contributions of this thesis, and presents the thesis outline.  
In Chapter 2, the power system in offshore oil rig platform is modeled in Matlab 
Simulink. The dynamic model includes generators equipped with voltage regulator and 
governor, transformers and converters, and induction motor drives. Simulation results 
verify that the model is a good approximation of the main power system used in Keppel 
offshore platform, as supported by on-site tests. This part of study establishes the basis for 
stability study in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the stability study of induction motor drive. It adopts the 
frequency-domain approach for fast prediction of stability over the full range of operating 
conditions. Based on induction motor parameters provided in [9], a small-signal model is 
built for an induction motor drive fed from ideal voltage supply. Genetic algorithm is used 
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to plot the low-frequency instability with a region in accordance with that in [9]. This 
model is then extended to a drive fed from a converter. The impact of converter on system 
stability is investigated through eigenvalue analysis. That model is again extended to re-
design the drive to eliminate instability of the induction motor drive. The results are 
verified in the time-domain using simulations. After gaining confidence, the above 
systematic method is then applied to the much larger oil-rig motors used by Keppel FELS 
to analyze its stability. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the stability of voltage at the supply to induction motor drive. 
After reviewing the DVR, its conventional design is modeled in offshore power system to 
highlight some of its practical issues. Then two problems encountered with conventional 
design are identified, and a new design is proposed. Simulation results verify the 
effectiveness of the new design in increasing voltage compensation accuracy and reducing 
voltage total harmonics distortion.   
Chapter 5 concludes the present work completed with stability analysis and time-
domain simulations and proposes the future work on experimentation with machine 












POWER SYSTEM MODELING 
2.1 Power System in Offshore Oil Rig Platform 
Power system in this research has eight generators connected to a 11kV busbar in a ring 
configuration. Transformers step down the busbar voltage and converters change the 
voltage form, frequency and magnitude according to the requirements of different 
applications, such as propelling, drilling, pumping, and lighting. Among these, the 
dominant load consists of eight induction motors that drive the propellers for station-
keeping and sailing. At normal operation, only four generators and four induction motors 
are operating while the remaining provides redundancy to ensure uninterruptible operation. 
In addition, protection system and auxiliary power supply and loads are integrated in the 
system, making the system even more complex. 
In view of that, the detailed modeling of the whole system is not only a tremendous task 
that demands sufficient information, but also makes its simulation time- and memory-
consuming. As this research work is about stability analysis and control of this particular 
power system, the focus is on the representative dynamic model of generator feeding 
induction motor drive. The dynamic model can certainly be extended to multiple 
generators feeding multiple induction motor drives by simple duplication of the base case, 
but it increases simulation time exponentially and shortens the period of collectable 
transient data. Other approach of multi-machine system can be used to reduce the 
simulation time [23-25], but detailed dynamic modeling and transient result are traded off, 
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defeating our purpose of the study.  
As a result, the main system to be modeled has a one-line diagram shown in Fig 2. Two 
diesel generators, each rated at 5 MVA, feed a common 11kV 60Hz AC busbar. One 24 
pulse phase shift transformer steps down from 11kV AC to two 2.2 kV AC.  Two 12 pulse 
rectifier convert the two 2.2kV AC to two DC busbars. Two three-level inverters then 
convert the DC voltage to two separate variable-frequency AC supplies according to the 









2.2 Generation Side Modeling 
2.2.1 Diesel Generator Model 
Each diesel engine drives a synchronous generator, which has the following rating: 
speed 900 rpm, line-to-line voltage 11080kV, frequency 60Hz, mechanical power of 4960 
kW and electrical power of 4846 kW, with other design parameters as shown in Fig 2.2.1 
a). 
 





The inputs to synchronous generator are the excitation voltage and the mechanical 
power delivered by the prime mover. In closed-loop control, the governor regulates the 
diesel engine mechanical power delivered to the generator; and the automatic voltage 
regulator (AVR) regulates the generator terminal voltage by adjusting the excitation 
voltage to the generator.  The closed-loop control aims at maintaining busbar voltage at 
11kV and 60Hz within limited deviations to ensure steady power supply at the busbar, i.e., 
the point of common coupling (PCC). Fig 2.2.1 b) shows the structure of one generator 





Fig. 2.2.1 b) Simulink model of one generation unit 
 
2.2.2 Excitation System Model 
There are three distinctive types of excitation systems: Type DC, Type AC, and Type 
ST. Type DC excitation system utilizes a direct current generator with a commutator as the 
source of excitation system power. Type AC uses an alternator and either stationary or 
rotating rectifiers to produce the direct current needed for the synchronous machine field. 
Type ST has excitation power supplied through transformer or auxiliary generator 
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windings and rectifiers.  
Fewer synchronous machines are being equipped with Type DC exciters, which have 
been superseded by Type AC and ST systems. ST system has the advantage of fast 
response but it uses slip rings which requires maintenance, and power transformer which is 
large and costly. In addition, it needs a fault clearance circuit. The AC brushless excitation 
system replaces slip rings in ST system with a permanent magnet generator (PMG). It has 
slower response than static excitation system since additional windings are introduced. 
However, in oil and gas application, slower response is not an issue. Keppel FELS uses the 
brushless excitation system. The physical connection of one generator unit resembles Fig 
2.2.2 a).  
 
Fig. 2.2.2 a) Generation unit connection 
 
To model the above excitation system, the author uses Type AC5A in the IEEE 
standard [26], as shown in Fig 2.2.2 b). It is a simplified model for brushless excitation 
system. The regulator is supplied from a source, such as a permanent magnet generator, 
which is not affected by system disturbances. This model has widely been implemented in 
industry, when either detailed data for them are not available or simplified models are 
required. Fig 2.2.2 c) shows one with design parameters.  There are two stages in the 
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design. The first stage has a voltage regulator with saturation limits and its output is fed 
back to the summation point of reference voltage, generator terminal voltage for 
stabilization. The second stage has an exciter that outputs the field voltage to synchronous 
generator, and this signal is limited by a feedback exciter saturation function. The 
reference voltage Vref is usually set to 1 per unit, although in practical system, its value 
needs to be tuned for offset adjustment.  
 
 
Fig 2.2.2 b) Type AC5A – simplified rotating rectifier excitation system representation 
 
 






2.2.3 Governor Model 
The governor is used for controlling the frequency of the generator. As shown in Fig 
2.2.3 a), the generator frequency is fed back and compared with the reference frequency, 
which should be 1 per unit. The difference is passed through a PID regulator, and a first-
order transfer function that simulates the actuator. The diesel engine is simplified as a 
transport time delay of 0.02s and a function that relates the power supply to the fuel 




Power supplied to SG
Actuator  
Fig 2.2.3 a) Block diagram of governor control 
 
The function is obtained by plotting the graph of per-unit power versus per-unit fuel 
consumption at different loading conditions. The information taken from Keppel FELS’s 
document is shown in Table 2.2.3. The plot and trending equation is shown in Fig 2.2.3 b). 
 
















Fig 2.2.3 b) Plot of generation power vs fuel consumption 
 
2.2.4 Test of Model  
To verify the validity of generation side modeling, a Simulink load disturbance model 
in Appendix 1 is simulated. Fig 2.2.4 a) shows the load step change condition from full 
load rejection, to 30%, 65%, and then to full load again. These values are selected to be the 
same as that used in Keppel load disturbance test so as to compare simulation against test 
results.  Fig 2.2.4 b) shows the response of generator frequency as load changes in steps. 
During full load rejection, the frequency overshoots to a maximum of 3% whereas during 
step increase of load, the frequency dips to 1~2%. The shape and time duration of the 
transient and steady-state value of the simulated frequency matches those in Keppel load 
test, except that the former’s amplitude of overshoots and dips is less severe, reaching 
about 50% of those in the latter, as shown in Fig 2.2.4 c) and d). The reason of this 
difference is because generation side model is a simplified model of the actual generator 




















unit. Due to the limitation of available data and tests, the model does not include the 
complicated switching of control method, curve following, limiter schemes and 
imperfections in practical situations. Thus the amplitude of the frequency transient 
variation after the load disturbance test is smaller than that in Keppel load disturbance test. 
Nevertheless, the model is considered sufficient to represent the dynamics of the 
generation side and is to be incorporated with load side model to get a complete power 
system model for system stability test under changing speed and load conditions. 




















Fig 2.2.4 a) Generator active power output due to load disturbance 
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Fig 2.2.4 b) Generator frequency variation due to load disturbance 
 
Fig 2.2.4 c) Keppel load disturbance test part 1 
 
Fig 2.2.4 d) Keppel load disturbance test part 2 
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2.3 Load Side Modeling 
2.3.1 Transformer and Converter Model 
Fig 2.3.1 a) shows the configuration of a 24-pulse transformer fed from two generators 
connected to two 12-pulse rectifiers feeding to two induction motor drives. The 
transformer employs phase shift Dzz configuration. It consists of four three-phase 
transformers with secondary windings phase displacements of -22.5 degrees, 7.5 degrees, 
22.5 degrees in relation to primary windings. With this transformer, if the two induction-
motor drives are equally loaded, they will in total transmit a harmonic spectrum of the 24-
pulse type to the feeding network, meaning the utility grid will only see harmonics order of 
124 ±n  (where ...3,2,1=n ). This will considerably reduce the total harmonic distortion 
(THD). The parameters of the transformer are calculated in [25], as shown in Table 2.3.1, 
with reference to Fig 2.3.1 b).   
 




Fig 2.3.1 b) Equivalent electrical circuit of linear three winding transformer 
 
Table 2.3.1 Parameters for the DZZ single phase transformer 
 
 
The thruster converter comprises a 12-pulse diode rectifier, a DC link (voltage-source 
type) and a PWM-type three-level inverter which is equipped with IGBT’s. The converter 
is controlled by the platform’s dynamic positioning (DP) system, which will give start/stop 
commands, speed set-points, etc. In normal operation, the DP system will control the 
propeller speed by means of the thruster drive system, and the thruster’s steering angle by 
means of the thruster steering system.  
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The 12-pulse rectifier is formed by connecting two uncontrollable 6-pulse rectifiers 
having configuration in Fig 2.3.1 d). The three-level inverter gets DC power with neutral 
point clamped design and signal from PWM generator, as shown in Fig 2.3.1 d). Details of 
three-level inverter will be covered in Section 4.4.2. 
 
Fig 2.3.1 c) 6-pulse rectifier configuration 
 
 




2.3.2 Induction-Motor Drive Model  
The V/f control is widely used in industry due to its ruggedness and cost-effectiveness 
and simplicity in implementation. Ideally, by keeping a constant V/f ratio for all 
frequencies, the torque-speed curve of the induction motor can be reproduced at any 
frequency. In other words, the stator flux, stator current, and torque will be constant at any 
frequency. This suggests to control the torque one needs to simply apply the correct 
amount of V/f to stator windings. This simple, straightforward approach, however, does 
not work well in reality due to several factors, the most important ones being effect of 
supply voltage variation, non-linearities introduced by the PWM inverter, effects of slip 
and influence of stator resistance. 
In actual implementation, the voltage drop across stator resistance is significant at low 
frequency, thus the V/f is usually designed with a boost voltage to compensate the voltage 
drop and boost the torque at low frequency. Between the defined boundary of the low 
frequency range and the rated frequency, the V/f ratio is kept constant at the ratio of the 
rated voltage to the rated frequency. At frequencies higher than the rated value, voltage 
stays constant at the rated value to avoid insulation breakdown. Fig 2.3.2 a) describes this 
V/f curve design. Applying this idea to Keppel induction motor V/f control, a constant 
boost voltage of 416V is employed up to 5Hz, followed by a slope at ratio of rated voltage 
4160V to rated frequency 50Hz up to 50Hz, beyond which, the voltage is set constant at 
4160V. Applying this V/f control to a 4 MW squirrel-cage induction motor with 
parameters shown in Fig 2.3.2 b), torque-speed characteristics in Fig 2.3.2 c) can be plotted 
by writing a Matlab program of motor small-signal equations, details of which will be 




Fig 2.3.2 a) V/f curve with boost voltage 
 
 




              





























Fig 2.3.2 c) Torque-speed characteristics in operating range 
 
From Fig 2.3.2 c), it can be observed that the maximum torque is approximately 165000 
Nm, accords well with Keppel test report. The torque at 5Hz is compensated to have a high 
starting torque equivalent to maximum torque. Over the whole operating range, the 
maximum torque is maintained more or less constant as desired by the design. As the 
open-loop V/f control operates well with the adjustable speed induction motor, a closed 
loop V/f control is built in Simulink to improve the performance further, as the design in 
reality. Fig 2.3.2 d) shows such a design. The induction-motor rotor speed w_actual is fed 
back to compare with the reference speed w_ref. The difference is the slip, which is passed 
through a proportional-integral (PI) regulator followed by a saturator block. The output 
signal is the compensation that needs to be added to the actual speed to reduce the slip. The 
gain 1/12 converts the calculated speed in rpm to frequency according to the formula 
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freq=speed* no. of pole pairs/60 and the number of pole pairs in the induction motor is 5. 
The function blocks for calculating the reference signal [27] to feed the PWM generator is 
shown in Fig 2.3.2 d). Basically, Fcn gives the modulation index am according to the V/f 
characteristics; and Fcn1 6/)3sin()sin( tmtm aa ωω +  gives U_a. The second term is added 
because the 3rd harmonics injection technique is employed here so that the output line-to-
line voltage of the inverter matches the induction motor voltage input of 4160V, without 
entering over-modulation mode. To get U_b and U_c, Fcn 2 and 3 add 3/2πm phase shift 
from the fundamental element of U_a. 
 
Fig 2.3.2 d) PI-regulated speed feedback closed-loop V/f control 
2.4 Power System Model Test  
The overall V/f controlled induction motor drive model is shown in Fig 2.4 a). Two 
units of the same configuration are connected to a 24-pulse transformer which is connected 
directly to 11kV 60Hz busbar. With two generation units supplying power to the busbar, 
Keppel main power system Simulink model is completed. Next, various speed and load 
conditions are simulated for an overall view of the stability of the power system under 
these operating conditions. The induction-motor speed and torque performance as well as 
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AC busbar frequency and voltage variation are the outputs to be observed. 
 
Fig 2.4 a) Simulink model of V/f controlled induction motor drive 
 
The simulation result in Fig 2.4 b) shows that induction-motor reference speed is 
stepped up from 400RPM to 600 RPM at 8s. In the same time, the simulation result in Fig 
2.4 c) shows that induction motor is loaded at 3s and the load steps up from half load to 
full load (64000Nm) at 12s. From these two graphs, it can be observed that the actual 
speed is able to follow the command speed with no visible oscillation and very little slip, 
which is desired for optimal performance; The electromagnetic torque follows the load 
torque command with only a spike at 8s when the speed changes but with very smooth and 
immediate increase when load command steps up. Load side shows good stable 
performance in this case. On the generator side, the simulation result in Fig 2.4 d) shows 
the frequency variation with a steady-state value at approximately 1 per unit and a 
maximum transient dip to 0.93 per unit at speed step change. Both the steady and transient 
state variations are within the required limits, which is 95%-105% for steady state and 
90%-110% for transient.  The simulation result in Fig 2.2.4 e) shows that steady state 
variation less than 1%, within limit of 2.5%; maximum transient voltage variation is 8%, 
within limit of 15%. In all, the generator side shows satisfactory stable performance in the 
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test as well.   
 
Fig 2.4 b) Induction motor speed step change command and speed response 
 
 





Fig 2.4 d) Diesel generator frequency variation in per unit 
 
 







SMALL SIGNAL ANALYSIS OF INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE 
3.1 Stability of Drive Fed from Ideal Source 
3.1.1 Small Signal Stability 
The stability behavior of the induction-motor drive can be analyzed by building its 
linearized dynamic model around a steady state operating point. The resulting small-signal 
model takes the form of BuAxx +=
•
 and eigenvalue analysis of the state matrix A  can be 
carried out to assess the small-signal stability. If all of the eigenvalues have negative real 
parts, the drive is stable (asymptotically stable) and if any positive real part exists, the 
drive is unstable. 
Different small-signal models have been formulated by choosing different state 
variables. Some common state variables are currents and voltages [9] of the stator and 
rotor. Here, the stator and rotor flux linkages are used as state variables and can be easily 
expanded to model drives fed with converter and closed-loop model as in later Sections.  
The differential equations formulated in synchronously rotating frame are linearized 
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ψ  Flux variable (subscript s: stator, r: rotor, x: x axis, y: y axis) 
u Voltage variable (subscript s: stator, r: rotor, x: x axis, y: y axis) 
1ω    2ω  Stator, rotor frequency 
Ts'   Tr' Stator, rotor transient time constant 
ks    kr Stator, rotor coupling factors 
tL Load torque 
P Number of poles 
J Inertia 
D Frictional coefficient 
 
The subscript 0 in (1) and (2) represents the steady state values of the corresponding 
variables. Steady state values of flux linkage components can be derived from (3).  
 
                                      (3) 
 
 
When the induction motor drive is supplied from a symmetrical three-phase system, 
there are no time harmonics in the voltages.  The rotor windings are assumed shorted. It 
follows that 000 == ryrx uu and it is possible to choose the initial position of the 


























































































































































motor is fed from an ideal variable frequency supply under V/f control, set 6/0 uusy =  
where  ffVuu ratedratedboost )/(+= .  
To verify this model, the same machine parameters and V/f curve as in [9] are used, and 
region of instability is plotted to compare with that in [9], which is derived from a different 
small signal model. Since the model used in the thesis is built on SI unit, parameters in [9] 
are converted from per unit to SI units. The SI unit parameters used in Section 3.1 are 
listed in Appendix I. To plot the region of instability, the states having eigenvalues with 
zero real parts need to be identified since they mark the boundary of stability/instability. 
There are two ways to do so. One way is to use exhaustive search, meaning the program 
runs through all the operating points to calculate eigenvalues at each point and plot only 
those with zero real parts. Another way is to use genetic algorithm, which is elaborated in 
the next Section.  
 
3.1.2 Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm is a general-purpose search algorithm motivated by the mechanisms of 
natural selection and evolutionary genetics. It works with population of solutions and 
evolves towards the optimum through generations by reproduction, crossover and 
mutation. It has a standard procedure:  
1. Initialize population P(t), where generation t=0 
2. Evaluate the fitness of P(t) 




5. Select P(t) from P(t-1) 
6. Recombine P(t) by crossover and mutation 
7. Evaluate P(t) 
Repeat step 3-7 until termination condition is reached 
Evaluation of fitness as in step 2 can be modified to include a sharing algorithm. The 
purpose of this is to restrict individuals from multiple growth of one type by sharing their 
fitness assignment with nearby individuals in the same population. This algorithm is 
implemented by punishing an individual’s fitness if there are other individuals in its 
















                                                                                                                         (4) 
where  ijd  represents the distance between individuals i and j, and )( ijdSh represents the 

















where shareσ  defines the maximum distance over which for each individual to share its 
fitness with other individuals. 
Step 3 conserves the optimal solutions in generation t. It is necessary not for the use in 
the next generation, but for duplication of each of them outside the generation. In this way, 




Step 5 uses tournament to select P(t) from P(t-1). Tournament function randomly selects 
two individuals from the evolving population. The fitter individual is chosen and added to 
the mating pool. This is repeated for population size times until the mating pool is full.  
The crossover in step 6 takes two parents and exchange parts of their chromosomes. A 
simplified version of the crossover operator is shown below, where the underlined part of 
the first parent combines with the underlined part of the second parent to form the first 
child and the rest of the two parents form the second child. Crossover does not guarantee 
that the child will be different from parents. Mutation is needed to increase diversity. 
10110111  +  11000001  à   10100001 + 11010111   
Mutation takes one parent and change a small part of its chromosome, as shown below 
where the underlined bit 0 is mutated to bit 1. Mutation rate is usually as very low so as not 
to jeopardize the controlled solution.  
11010110 à  11110110 
 
3.1.3 Operational Stability Prediction 
To implement genetic algorithm in this study, the stator frequency 1ω  and slip 
11 /)( ωωω rs −=  are the variables to be evolved to “push” the real part of eigenvalue to 
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The fittest solutions are then plotted in per unit system, as shown in Fig 3.1.3. The two 
sloping lines mark the breaking torque of induction motor drive, at which the motor stalls.  
The oval line marks the boundary of stability/instability. Inside the region, the motor is 
unstable and rotor speed shows significant oscillations. Outside the region, the motor 
becomes stable and the rotor speed shows diminishing or no visible oscillations and has 
zero steady state error. This prediction is verified in the next Section at three points marked 
in Fig 3.1.3. 
 
Fig 3.1.3 Instability region for induction motor in per unit 
(frequency ratio=operating frequency/rated frequency) 
 
3.1.4 Simulink Verification 
Fig 3.1.4 a) shows the Simulink model of the V/f controlled induction-motor drive for 











A B C 
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simulation of the rotor speed at point A (frequency ratio=0.28), B(frequency ratio=0.34), 
and C(frequency ratio=0.38). The simulation results are shown in Fig 3.1.4 b-d) 
 
Fig 3.1.4 a) Simulink model of open-loop V/f controlled induction motor drive 
 
 
Fig 3.1.4 b) Rotor speed response to command at 500RPM (at point A) 
 
 
Fig 3.1.4 c) Rotor speed response to command at 600RPM (at point B) 



































Fig 3.1.4 d) Rotor speed response to command at 700RPM (at point C) 
 
Significantly constant oscillations are experienced only at point B, which is inside the 
region of instability. At point A and C, rotor speed performance is stable. The above time-
domain simulations prove the prediction of low-frequency range instability in the 
frequency domain.  
 
3.2 Stability of Drive Fed from Converter 
3.2.1 Expansion of Small Signal Model 
In practice, induction motor is not fed by ideal variable-frequency supply, but by a 
converter comprising rectifier, filter and inverter. The filter smoothes the voltage ripple in 
DC-link. Fig 3.2.1 shows the general structure of such an induction motor drive in open 
loop.  


















Fig 3.2.1 Open-loop induction motor drive fed by converter 
As a common practice, the average value models of rectifier and inverter are used 
instead of switching model. The voltage and current relationship between rectifier and 
inverter are expressed in (6) and (7).  
                                                                                                                                         (6) 
                                                                                                                                         (7) 
From (8) and (9), (10) can be derived. 
                                                                                                                                         (8) 
                                                                                                                                         (9) 
                                                                                                                                        (10) 
From (9) and (11), (12) is derived. By combining (12) with (13), the small signal 
equation of  sxu   as in (14) is derived.  
                                                                                                                                           (11)     
                                                                                                                                           (12) 
                                                                                                                                           (13) 











































































Ru     Ri  Voltage across rectifier, Current through rectifier 
iu      ii  Voltage across inverter, Current through inverter 
ψ  Flux variable (subscript s: stator, r: rotor, x: x axis, y: y axis) 
 u Voltage variable (subscript s: stator, r: rotor, x: x axis, y: y axis) 
1ω    Stator frequency 
 kr Rotor coupling factors 
 Ls'  Stator transient inductance 
 Lco Source inductance 
 RF Filter resistance 
 CF Filter capacitance 
 LF Filter inductance 
 
    Small signal equation of Ri  can be derived from (10), and the resulting (15) combines 
with (16) to form (17). Both (14) and (17) are added as the “external equations” to the 5x5 
matrix A in Section 3.1.1 to form the new 7x7 matrix A1 in the small signal model of 
open-loop induction motor fed from converter.  
                                                                                                                                          (15) 
                                                                                                                                          (16) 
                                                                                                                                          (17) 
 
 































































































     The expansion from matrix A to A1 added in the dc-link parameters FR , FC , and FL  in 
the converter whose impact on system stability is discussed in the next Section. 
 
3.2.2 Eigenvalue Locus Analysis 
Over the full speed range, the eigenvalue locus of matrix A and A1 are plotted on the 
same graph Fig 3.2.2 a). Matrix A has five eigenvalue loci marked by crosses whereas 
matrix A1 shares the same five with the addition of two eigenvalue loci marked by dot, 
seen as two horizontal lines. The five shared eigenvalues are determined by induction-
motor parameters whereas the additional two by DC-link parameters.  
 
Fig 3.2.2 a) Eigenvalue locus comparison of induction motor fed  
from ideal supply (x) and from converter(• ) 
 
Out of the five shared eigenvalues, the two dominant ones cross to the right half plane. 
The two additional eigenvalues are located on the left hand plane. Two observations can be 
drawn: firstly, the whole system is unstable; secondly, this instability is intrinsic to 
induction motor. 
When the DC-link parameters are varied, although the two additional eigenvalues shift 
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their locations, the same observations still stand. It can be seen from examples given in Fig 
3.2.2 b-d) as compared to Fig 3.2.2 a), FR is reduced to zero, FC  is doubled, FL  is reduced 
to one third of its original value.  
 
Fig 3.2.2 b) Eigenvalue loci of system at FR  (x) and FR  = 0(• )  
 
Fig 3.2.2 b) shows that when the filter resistance is reduced to zero, the two eigenvalues 
move very near to the imaginary axis. The filter resistance affects the real part of the 
eigenvalues. When the designed value is too small, it results in light damping. Since the 
two eigenvalues do not cross to the right half plane, they do not lead to any system 





Fig 3.2.2 c) Eigenvalue loci of system at FC  (x) and 2* FC  (• )  
 
Fig 3.2.2 c) shows that when the filter capacitance increases, the imaginary part of the 
eigenvalues has smaller magnitude. The filter capacitance thus affects only the imaginary 
part of the two eigenvalues. 
 
Fig 3.2.2 d) Eigenvalue loci of system at FL  (x) and 0.3* FL  (• )  
 
Fig 3.2.2 d) shows eigenvalues shift towards left when the filter inductance decreases, 
thus there is no converter-related instability. The filter inductance affects both the real and 
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imaginary parts of eigenvalues. If FL  is designed with larger value, the shift of the two 
eigenvalues do not cause any instability problem either. 
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that in the system comprising induction 
motor and converter, instability is caused by the induction motor itself as its matrix A 
contributes to the two dominant eigenvalues with positive real parts. To eliminate the 
instability region intrinsic to the induction motor, a speed feedback is added and modeled 
in the next Section.   
 
3.3 Speed Feedback Design for Instability Elimination 
3.3.1 Small Signal Model with Speed Feedback 
Speed feedback is added to the V/f control. As shown in Fig 3.3.1, the control loop 
continuously updates the speed error, which is the difference between the reference speed 
and the actual rotor speed. The error is multiplied by proportional gain pK of P regulator. 
The resultant signal is then added to rotor speed to give the command speed to inverter-fed 
induction motor [15]. Like [4]-[6], in this study, it is assumed that the inverter is ideal and 
thus there are no losses associated with the semiconductor devices and they act as ideal 
switches. 
 




The structure can be described using (18) and its small-signal equation is as written in 
(19). 
                                                                                                                                       (18) 
                                                                                                                                       (19) 
 By substituting (19) into (1) in Section 3.1.1, the closed-loop matrix cA can be obtained 
as bKAA pc *)1( −+= , and the matrix cA  can be written as matrix A with modified fifth 
column, where pK  is proportional gain that needs to be optimized in the next Section. 
 
 
3.3.2 Optimization of Proportional Regulator 
The single parameter pK  can be easily tuned by examining their respective region of 
instability as below. From Fig 3.3.1, it can be observed that having unity pK  is equivalent 
to having no speed feedback since the subtraction and addition of rotor speed to reference 
speed cancel out.  
When pK  is increased to a value above one, instability is becomes more severe. As 
shown by the dotted lines in Fig 3.3.2 a), loci of the dominant conjugate pair have a large 
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dominant conjugate pair represented by crosses are all located on the left half plane, 
instability is eliminated.  
 
Fig 3.3.2 a) Eigenvalue loci of closed-loop system at pK  =0.75 (x) and pK =1.3 (• ) 
The region of instability is plotted using the method in Section 3.1.  Fig 3.3.2 b) shows 
that as pK  increases from 1 to 1.2, 1.3, instability region increases from the innermost oval 
to the outermost oval. Fig 3.3.2 c) shows the elimination of instability region when pK  is 
0.75 as there is no oval between the two sloping lines which represent the breaking torque 
















Fig 3.3.2 b) Instability region for closed-loop system at 
pK =1(• ), pK =1.2(x), pK = 1.3(o)      












Fig 3.3.2 c) Instability region for closed-loop system at pK =0.75 
 
Optimization of pK  eliminates the instability region intrinsic to the induction motor. As 
it is shown in earlier Section that the converter and filter connected to the motor do not 
affect the instability region, the instability region plot of the new drive with speed feedback  
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(derived from 7x7 state matrix A1 with the fifth row modified as in cA ) is the same as Fig 
3.3.2 c).  
Tuning the proportional regulator in the frequency domain through instability plot is thus 
a simple process, as the plot gives a visually clear indication of tuning direction and the 
extent of instability at all operating points when a certain pK value is chosen. To verify the 
effectiveness of the new drive design and tuning, a Simulink model is built for the same 
system and the next Section shows the time domain simulation results at different pK  
values.  
 
3.3.3 Simulink Verification 
For the purpose of comparison and demonstration, only simulations at pK =1.3 and 
pK =0.75 are shown below. Fig 3.3.3 a-c) show simulations at three command speeds 
when pK =1.3 and Fig 3.3.3 d-f) when pK =0.75. By comparing Fig 3.3.3 a-c) with 3.1.4 
b-d), it can be observed that the instability region has increased from open-loop since 
previously, 700rpm is outside the upper frequency boundary of instability region, but here, 
even at 780rpm, rotor speed still experiences significant oscillations. By comparing Fig 
3.3.3 d-f) with 3.1.4 b-d), it can be observed that the instability at 600rpm in open-loop is 
eliminated by the closed-loop control. In fact, at all operating frequencies, the rotor speed 




Fig 3.3.3 a) Rotor speed response to command at 500 RPM when pK =1.3 
 
 
Fig 3.3.3 b) Rotor speed response to command at 600 RPM when pK =1.3 
 
 
Fig 3.3.3 c) Rotor speed response to command at 780 RPM when pK =1.3 
 



















































Fig 3.3.3 d) Rotor speed response to command at 500 RPM when pK =0.75 
 
 
Fig 3.3.3 e) Rotor speed response to command at 600 RPM when pK =0.75 
 
 
Fig 3.3.3 f) Rotor speed response to command at 700 RPM when pK =0.75 
  
The time-domain simulations verify the frequency-domain prediction that instability 
















































region increases as P regulator’s gain increases above one and closed-loop control with 
speed feedback can eliminate the instability region when optimized.  
 
3.4 Application of Stability Analysis Methods to Keppel Induction Motor 
Now that small signal model is proven, the Keppel motor parameters are entered to study 
the stability of Keppel induction motor. Since the parameters were given in SI system, they 
need to be converted to parameters in per unit to be used in Matlab program written for 
Section 3.1. The steps are demonstrated below. 
1. Calculate Base value 




               Base Speed=600*2*pi/60=62.832 rad/s         
2. Divide SI value by Base value to get PU value 
               Inertia H=
21 / 2*710*62.8
3*4160*690
=0.282 s                             


















Fig 3.4 a) Instability region for Keppel induction motor in per unit 
 
Fig 3.4 a) shows that there is no region of instability. Breaking torques shown in the 
graph has a magnitude of 2 per unit. It accords well to the breaking torque value converted 









The stability of Keppel induction motor can be verified by time-domain simulations. Fig 
3.4 b) shows that at four different frequency ratios ( ratedcommand ff , i.e. 50commandf ), rotor 
speed shows little oscillations that quickly dampens to zero steady state error.  
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fR=0.2 p.u. fR=0.3 p.u.
fR=0.4 p.u. fR=0.5 p.u.
 
Fig 3.4 b) Rotor speed response to command at frequency ratio=0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 
 
As Keppel induction motor does not have intrinsic instability and converter does not 
affect the system stability when closed-loop design in Section 3.3 is used, Keppel’s drive 
system is stable.  
Why Keppel motor does not suffer from any low-frequency instability like their much 





3.5 Discussion of Low-frequency Instability 
The low-frequency instability intrinsic to induction motor is caused by the unique set of 
motor parameters, and affected by parameter variation during operation For instance, the 
7.5 horsepower unstable motor in Section 3.1 has inertia constant H=0.1 s, according to the 
SI to p.u. unit conversion shown as follow.   
1. Calculate Base value 




               Base Speed=1800*2*pi/60=188.5 rad/s         
2. Divide SI value by Base value to get PU value 
               Inertia H=
746*5.7
5.188*0315.0*2/1 2
= 0.1 s                           
its eigenvalue loci plotted in dot in Fig 3.5 a) shows some eigenvalues on the right half 
plane. If the inertia constant is designed to be 0.2 s, as plotted in cross, all eigenvalue loci 
are on the left half plane, thus the motor becomes stable. Keppel induction motor has large 
inertia constant equal to 0.282 s which is favorable for stability. 
 














Fig 3.5 a) Eigenvalue loci at H=0.1s (• ) and H=0.2s (x) 
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In practice, induction-motor parameters may vary from the designed values. 
Temperature rise increases the rotor resistance, up to twenty percent [29]. Also, due to 
magnetic saturation, magnetizing inductance may drop by about fifty percent. Fig 3.5 b) 
shows that at the designed rotor resistance, some eigenvalue loci locate on the right half 
plane, indicating instability. When rotor resistance is increased by 20% during operation, 
all eigenvalue loci are on the left half plane, the motor becomes stable. 
 
Fig 3.5 b) Eigenvalue loci at Rr (• ) and 1.2Rr (x) 
 
Fig 3.5 c) shows similar favorable change from unstable to stable motor when 
magnetizing inductance is reduced by 50%.   
 
Fig 3.5 c) Eigenvalue loci at Lm (• ) and 0.5Lm (x) 
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Though the above two parameter variation in practice can make an initially unstable 
motor stable, it is recommended that induction motor is designed with larger rotor 
resistance and smaller magnetizing inductance instead of with parameters that give little 
margin of stability. The Keppel induction motor has rotor resistance of 0.02 per unit, and 
magnetizing inductance of 3.02 per unit; both are more favorable for stability than its 
unstable counterpart’s rotor resistance of 0.015 per unit, magnetizing inductance of 3.5 per 
unit. The conversion of Keppel induction motor parameters from SI unit to per unit is 
shown below.  
1. Calculate Base value 
               Base Voltage=
4160
3




               Base Current=
1657226
2401.8




2. Divide SI value by Base value to get PU value 




               Mutual reactance Xm=
10.5114
3.4809











VOLTAGE STABILITY OF POWER SYSTEM 
4.1  Voltage Sag and Fluctuation 
Voltage stability refers to the ability of a power system to maintain steady voltages at all 
buses in the system after being subjected to a disturbance from a given initial operating 
condition. It depends on the system’s ability to maintain/restore equilibrium between load 
demand and load supply from the power system. In large power system, instability occurs 
in the form of a progressive fall or rise of voltages of some buses. A possible outcome of 
voltage instability is a loss of load in an area, or tripping of transmission lines and other 
elements by their protective systems leading to cascading outages. Loss of synchronism of 
some generators may result from these outages or from operation under field current limit 
[30, 31] 
In offshore power system, an acceptable voltage variation of the 11kV common busbar 
specifically refers to a range between 97.5% and 102.5% in steady-state and 85% and 
120% in transient. Although the AVR is used to regulate the voltage output of the 
generators within the above range, incidents such as short circuits disturb the voltage 
beyond AVR’s control capability, resulting in a collapse of the busbar voltage. Depending 
on its magnitude and duration, voltage variations can be categorized as voltage fluctuation, 
voltage sag and voltage dip or interruption.  
Voltage sag is defined as a voltage RMS variation with a magnitude between 10% and 
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90% of nominal and a short duration between 0.5 cycles and one minute [14]. Voltage 
fluctuation is caused by sudden change of load in harsh weather. It has smaller magnitude 
than sag, but can be problematic when it trips protection device as it goes out of regulation 
range 97.5 – 102.5% for steady state and 85-120% for transient state.  
Voltage sag or fluctuation is one of the common problems experienced in offshore power 
system causing severe problems and economical losses. If the economical losses due to 
voltage sags are significant, mitigation actions can be economically justifiable for the 
customer. There are different ways to mitigate voltage sags. At present, a wide range of 
flexible controllers are emerging for custom power applications, one of which is the 
dynamic voltage restorer (DVR), which is a fast, flexible and efficient solution to voltage 
sag problems [22]. 
 
4.2  Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
DVR is activated by detecting the voltage sag and then injecting the compensating 
voltage in series with the line connected to the bus as shown in Fig 4.2 a). A conventional 
DVR design essentially contains a voltage source inverter (VSI), an injection transformer 






Fig 4.2 a) Basic DVR topology 
 
The operation of DVR has basically two modes: standby mode/ bypass mode and 
injection mode. Voltage sag is detected by comparing the actual and the ideal voltage 
supply in the dqo frame. When no voltage sag is detected, DVR is usually bypassed using 
a switch to minimize the impact of DVR on a normally operating system. When voltage 
sag is detected, a phase-locked loop (PLL) provides the phase information of the voltage 
supply so that the deviation from ideal voltage in the dqo frame is converted back to the 
abc frame. This signal is then used as the voltage reference for the PWM generator to 
control the inverter. In injection mode, the switch is off and DVR injects compensating 




Fig 4.2 b) Control logic of DVR  
 
The conversion between dqo frame and abc frame is done using park transformation. 
Equation 20 shows transformation from abc frame to dqo whereas (21) shows its inverse.  








4.3  Conventional Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
4.3.1 Conventional DVR Simulink Model 
In this Section, simulation of conventional DVR connected at PCC with induction motor 
load has been done in Matlab Simulink in order to compare theoretical concepts with 
practical results on offshore power system. Since the research focus is not on the design of 
the series transformer, its ratio is taken as 1:1 for simplicity. Parameters of the series 
transformer model are shown in Fig 4.3.1 a). The inverter used here is a two-level voltage 
source inverter. Upon receiving the command signal from a PWM generator which has a 
carrier frequency at 4200Hz, the inverter converts DC voltage to AC. This DC voltage can 
be tapped either directly from super capacitor and battery or from DC link connecting one 
of the induction motors in the system. Ideal DC voltage source is assumed and the value is 
set to 2/11 kV.  
 




The LC filter is connected at the inverter AC side to reduce the harmonics generated in 
switching of power-electronic circuits and to smooth the voltage waveforms before 
injecting the voltage to AC link. Three-phase LC filter is constructed as shown in Fig 4.3.1 
b). Each filter capacitance is designed to 100 µ F, and each filter inductance to 3µ H for 
optimal AC voltage output waveform.   
 
 
Fig 4.3.1 b) Configuration of three-phase LC filter 
 
For voltage sag detection, the per-unit three-phase voltage supply in the abc frame is 
converted to the dq0 frame. Vd is then used to detect the voltage sag. An embedded Matlab 
function in Fig 4.3.1 c) gets the input of Vd. If Vd is less than 99%, the function outputs 1 
to activate the three-phase breaker, so the voltage supply is connected to DVR and then to 
the load, allowing DVR to inject voltage to the AC link. If Vd is between 99% to 100%, 
the function outputs 0 to deactivate the three-phase breaker. It reconnects the voltage 
supply directly with the load, bypassing DVR.  
At injection mode, the injection voltage reference is obtained in feedforward control. 
Both the voltage supply and ideal voltage reference (1 per unit) in the abc frame are 
converted to the dq0 frame using the park transformation block. The difference in the dq0 
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frame is converted back to the abc frame with the phase information of voltage supply 
from the discrete three-phase phase-locked loop block. The resultant signal is fed to the 
PWM generator as a reference signal for desired injection voltage.  
 
Fig 4.3.1 c) Voltage sag detection and mitigation feed-forward control block diagram 
 
4.3.2 Simulation of Conventional DVR 
To simulate voltage sag, three-phase programmable voltage source is used. With this, 
different magnitude and duration of voltage sag can be easily simulated. 50% voltage sag 
is simulated in the study to represent tripping of one generator out of the two. To see the 
actual performance of the conventional DVR in offshore application, the induction-motor 
loads are connected as the load instead of an impedance load. Thus, the configuration of 




Fig 4.3.2 a) Configuration of DVR in power system 
 
In the simulations below, both induction motors are running at full speed and loaded to 
full capacity after 1.5s. The AC link voltage experiences a voltage sag of 0.5 per unit from 
1.8s to 2s and recovers to normal voltage afterwards. Fig 4.3.2 b) shows that upon the 
detection of the voltage sag, the injected voltage reference is set instantaneously to 0.5 per 
unit demanding a voltage compensation of 0.5 per unit for restoring the voltage.  
 






































 V/f Control 
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Fig 4.3.2 c) shows that the output of the conventional DVR is unable to restore the AC 
link voltage accurately as demanded by the injected voltage reference. Its performance gets 
worse during the later stages of the voltage sag.  This is because in feed-forward control, 
the voltage sag is detected from voltage supply, which has a step waveform. Injection 
voltage thus takes a step waveform to compensate this sag.  However, the AC link voltage 
is seen not only affected by voltage supply, but by the induction-motor dynamics as well. 
The presence of induction motor deforms the voltage sag waveforms to a curved dip, and 
this cannot be detected and rectified without having a feedback loop.  
 






















Fig 4.3.2 c) Conventional DVR design – ac link voltage after compensation 
 
Due to the above insufficient compensation, the induction-motor speed cannot be 
maintained constant at desired value (reference speed minus slip), but continues to decline 
until the sag is finished, as shown in Fig 4.3.2 d).  
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Fig 4.3.2 d) Conventional DVR design – induction motor speed during sag 
 
This decrease in rotor speed is because the voltage sag causes mechanical transients, 
which causes a deduction in torque in proportion to the square of the magnitude of the 
voltage sag. Following the reduction in torque, induction motors are no longer able to 
maintain their nominal operating points. Instead they will operate at a new operating point 
defined by the intersection between the load torque and the deviated motor torque-speed 




Fig 4.3.2 e) Speed-torque curves under normal and voltage sag conditions 
 
Besides the adverse influence on induction motor operation due to inaccurate voltage 
compensation, harmonics level at PCC shoots up during voltage sag. Although the 
harmonic distortion may not be as onerous as the problem as the sag itself, it is still 
important to maintain the harmonic level to an acceptable level so as to avoid nuisance 
tripping of sensitive loads and other harmonics-induced problems. Fig 4.3.2 f) shows that 
voltage total harmonics distortion at 1.9s is 5.66%, clearly exceeds the harmonic limits of 
5% required in marine standards [32]. This makes the application of conventional DVR in 
offshore platform problematic.  
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Fig 4.3.2 f) Conventional DVR design – voltage harmonic spectrum 
 
To summarize the analysis of simulations, the conventional DVR design can detect 
voltage sag promptly as feed-forward control method is used, but it lacks accuracy in 
voltage compensation, and has undesirable high level of harmonics when it is connected to 
induction motor drives in offshore power system, although it can work accurately on 
constant impedance load. To rectify these two practical problems, a new design of DVR is 
proposed in the next Section.  
 
4.4  New Design of Dynamic Voltage Restorer 
4.4.2 Increasing Voltage Compensation Accuracy 
The feed-forward control used in previous Section makes the DVR performance 
responsive but inaccurate. To reduce the error, a feedback loop is added in the New DVR 
Design as shown in Fig 4.4.1 a)  The deviation of AC link voltage from ideal voltage is 
passed through a proportional-integral (PI) controller and the output is added to 1 to give a 
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tuned gain.  The original injected voltage reference is multiplied by this gain to get the new 
signal as input of PWM generator [33]. 
 
Fig 4.4.1 a) Feedback control combined with feed-forward control 
 
 Simulations of this new design are shown in Fig 4.4.1 b) Unlike Fig 4.3.2 c), the new 
injected voltage reference no longer stays at 0.5 per unit, but varies as the feedback 
changes. Fig 4.4.1 c) shows that this injected voltage restores the AC link voltage 
accurately to 1 per unit. As the system successfully rides through the voltage sag, the 
induction-motor speed tracks the reference speed and maintains at a constant level, as 
shown in Fig 4.4.1 d). 
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Fig 4.4.1 b) Injected voltage reference at 50% voltage sag 





















































Fig 4.4.1 d) Induction motor speed during sag 
 
4.4.2 Reducing Voltage Total Harmonics Distortion 
Using a three-level inverter instead of a two-level inverter reduces the harmonics content 
of voltage waveform injected by DVR. Fig 4.4.2 a) shows the SIMULINK model of a 
three-level neutral point clamped inverter based on PWM, the carrier frequency of PWM is 
increased to 6000Hz. The Uref input to the PWM generator is the new injection voltage 




Fig 4.4.2 a) Simulink model of three-level NPC inverter 
 
The detailed structure of three-level NPC inverter is shown in Fig 4.4.2 b). C1 and C2 
are two identical capacitors connecting the positive and negative to the neutral point 
respectively, so that Vdc is equally divided to half on both sides. When both the upper 
switches S1 and S2 are closed, full supply voltage will be available across the load. If two 
central switches S1’ and S2 are closed then half of dc supply voltage will be obtained, and 
zero voltage will be applied across load if lower switches S1 and S2 are closed. Table 4.4.2 




Fig 4.4.2 b) Detailed structure of three-level NPC inverter 
 
Table 4.4.2 Voltage output states at different switching 
 S1 S2 S1’ S2’ Vout 
State 
0 0 1 1 -Vdc/2 
0 1 1 0 0 




























Fig 4.4.2 c) Voltage output of three-level inverter 
 
To achieve a greater THDv reduction, a filter capacitance is placed at the line-side of the 
new DVR design instead of at the inverter-side. In this case, the filtering requirement is 
achieved by utilizing the capacitor C and the impedance of the series transformer. Each 
capacitance is set to 100 µ F as in the inverter-side design, and the system shows an 
optimal performance.  
Simulation result favors this design since it provides strong harmonics suppression. Fig 
4.2.2 c) shows that after applying this new design feature, THDv is reduced to 0.52% at 
PCC. In fact, the THDv do not exceed 0.52% at all instants during voltage sag except at 
the switching transients [33].  
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The objective of this work is to study the Keppel offshore oil rig power system, analyze 
its stability in operation and propose a design solution to address the instability problem, if 
any. A Simulink model of the main power system is firstly built to get an overview of the 
system dynamics and to serve as a basis for stability study. By comparing the simulation 
results with Keppel test results, this model is proven to be representative of the actual 
study system.  By running another simulation under the same condition as in the Keppel 
tests, it is observed that the variations of AC busbar frequency and voltage are both within 
the required standard and there is no instability problem.  
To have a comprehensive analysis of stability over the whole range of speed and load, a 
frequency domain approach is developed here, since it is faster, more extensive and less 
memory-consuming than time domain simulations. The study investigates the phenomenon 
of low-frequency instability of induction-motor drive fed from ideal voltage supply and 
converter. A small-signal model based on flux variables is used. Another important feature 
of this work is the plots of the regions of instability of the motor drive using genetic 
algorithm in the torque vs speed plane. Such plots give a visually clear impact of key 
design parameter over a wide operating region.  
By adding two external equations representing the inclusion of the converter and using 
eigenvalue locus analysis, it is observed that the converter does not affect stability, and the 
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low-frequency range instability is intrinsic to the induction-motor itself. To eliminate that 
instability, a speed-feedback closed-loop is designed and proportional regulator is 
optimized in the frequency domain using the extended small signal model and the 
corresponding region of instability. The effectiveness of the above approach is verified by 
time-domain simulations of Simulink model.  
The above proven small-signal stability analysis method is then applied to the Keppel 
induction-motor drive for stability investigation. It is found that Keppel induction motor 
does not have any instability problem. A comparative analysis of the Keppel motors and 
their unstable counterpart reveals the importance of parameter design of induction motor 
itself. Compared with the unstable counterpart, the Keppel motor has larger inertia, higher 
rotor resistance, and lower magnetizing inductance which all favor stability. 
Another focus on stability in this work is voltage stability at AC busbar where all 
induction motor loads are connected to via converters and transformers. As variable-
frequency induction-motor drives are sensitive to voltage sag and fluctuation, this 
disturbance commonly seen in offshore industry needs to be mitigated. The thesis starts 
with modeling of the conventional dynamic voltage restorer in the offshore power system 
to test its performance. Simulation results reveal two problems: (i) voltage sag mitigation is 
not very accurately compensated due to the influence of the induction motor dynamics on 
the voltage sag; and (ii) voltage harmonics level at point of common coupling is too high 
during voltage sag to be acceptable in offshore industry. To address these problems, a new 
dynamic voltage restorer design is proposed. It adds the feedback control with the existing 
feedfoward control as in the conventional design to increase accuracy of sag mitigation. It 
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replaces the two-level inverter with a three-level and an inverter-side filter with line-side to 
minimize the voltage harmonics.  
The New DVR Design is superior to the conventional DVR in two aspects: i) Unlike the 
conventional design, the new design is not adversely affected by the load dynamics on the 
shape of the voltage sag, thus when the conventional design can only achieve a mitigation 
accuracy of 82%, the new design shows a high accuracy of 99%. Ii) Unlike the 
conventional design which has an exceedingly high harmonics level of 5.6% at point of 
common coupling, the new design minimizes harmonics level to 0.5%, greatly less than 
the required harmonic limits of 5% in offshore industry.  
With the new design using simple control and realistic load modeling, voltage sag and 
fluctuation in AC busbar can be effectively mitigated and degradation in performance of 
induction-motor drives due to voltage sag can be avoided. 
With both the stability of induction motor verified and the stability of voltage supply to 
induction-motor drive assured, induction motor drives can operate at its desired 
performance level in driving the propellers for station-keeping of the platform. The overall 
stability of the offshore platform is ensured providing a secure and uninterrupted operation 







5.2 Future Work  
Small-signal model of generator connecting to induction motor via transformer and 
converter can be developed to reflect the interaction of their dynamics and thus the overall 
stability of the generator-motor system. The model will thus have the potential of being 
extended to multi-machine power systems.  
The above multi-machine stability analysis will encompass the small-signal modeling of 
several generator units, 24-pulse transformer, uncontrollable 12-pulse rectifiers and three-
level NPC inverters, with generator units and the 24-pulse transformers connected directly 
to 11kV 60Hz common busbar in a ring configuration, three-level NPC inverter feeding 
variable frequency supply to several induction-motor loads having their own V/f and other 
controls.  It will definitely be a challenging work due to its complexity and novelty.  
In voltage sag mitigation, three-phase programmable voltage source is used to simulate 
voltage sag at the supply due to its flexibility and simplicity in setting. The voltage sag 
thus has a square shape of different magnitude and duration depending on the settings. In 
practice, if one out of the two generators trips, the voltage at busbar will not drop instantly 
but will be affected by generator/ motor dynamics and other interactions. Thus the actual 
shape of voltage sag at the supply could be a complex function. An accurate modeling of 
all these will drastically increase the simulation time.  
Nevertheless, work can be done to model a 50% voltage sag using tripping of generator 
model in a multiple machine system for comparing its simulation results with the one in 
this thesis. To model the tripping, complex protection and tripping mechanism needs to be 
designed to prevent AVR and governor from going beyond control in response to the 
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feedback during tripping and stopping the simulation in Simulink. Dynamic voltage 
restorer can also be incorporated in the small signal model of the power system and its 
impact on system stability can be investigated. After it is done, it would be good to have a 
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Fig A.1 Simulink Model for Load Disturbance Test 
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Table A.1 Parameters of the unstable induction motor in SI unit 
Stator resistance Rs  = 0.216Ω  
Rotor resistance Rr  = 0.130Ω  
Stator and rotor leakage inductance 
Lsl  = Lrl 
= 2.29mH 
Mutual inductance Lm  = 2.29mH 
Inertia J  = 0.0315kgm2 
Number of Poles P  = 4 (machine poles) 
Filter resistance RF  = 0.216Ω  
Filter capacitance CF  = 324µF 
Filter inductance LF  = 11.4mH 











Fig A.2 Proposed DVR Design Simulink Configuration in Power System 
 
